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Executive Summary
On June 1, 2010, the Tax Foundation filed an amicus curiae (“friend of the court”) brief with the
Supreme Court of Virginia in the case of FFW Enterprises v. Fairfax County and the Board of
Supervisors of Fairfax County, No. 091883. The case involves the constitutionality of two laws
that impose special taxes on property in Fairfax County to fund Metrorail improvements, but
exempt all residential property from the special taxes.
FFW Enterprises is a commercial property owner in the Tysons Corner region of Northern
Virginia paying two taxes imposed to fund the Washington, D.C. Metrorail extension to Tysons
Corner and Dulles International Airport. FFW claims that the taxes are unconstitutional because
residential property is exempted from paying the tax, while Virginia’s Uniformity Clause
requires all property in the taxable area to be uniformly treated as the taxable class. FFW also
argues that some properties cannot be made to disproportionately bear the full burden of a tax for
public benefits when the entire tax district is benefited, citing the Virginia Supreme Court
decision City of Hampton v. Ins. Co. of North America.1
While FFW Enterprises did not prevail in the trial court, the Supreme Court of Virginia has
granted review of the case and will hear FFW Enterprises’ challenge. Since the City of Hampton
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decision in 1947, the Court has not considered the precise issue of how the General Assembly
may pick and choose among taxpayers (create classifications) to finance local improvements
which provide general public benefits.
The Court should find that the tax laws are unconstitutional. Special district taxes for benefits
from the Metrorail should be imposed uniformly over the taxing district, not arbitrarily on some
types of property. Such a conclusion is consistent with the Virginia Supreme Court’s previous
cases interpreting the Uniformity Clause, with the U.S. Supreme Court’s jurisprudence on
distributing the tax burden for public benefits, and with other state courts’ treatment of
uniformity clauses as a strict limitation on legislatures’ power to classify property for tax
purposes.

Background: The Virginia General Assembly Enacts Two Tax Laws
The Virginia General Assembly passed a Transportation Tax to allow certain localities to create
a special tax to raise revenue exclusively for transportation improvements.2 The General
Assembly also passed a District Tax that allows cities and counties in the Northern Virginia and
Hampton Roads regions to create special transportation improvement districts within their
localities to collect taxes.3 The General Assembly specified that the Transportation Tax could
only be levied on industrial and commercial real property and that the District Tax could only be
levied on industrial, commercial, and rental apartment real property. Both tax laws specially
exempt all real property zoned for residential use in the taxed localities.
Fairfax County’s Board of Supervisors imposed the county-wide Transportation Tax in 2007 and
created a special Phase I Dulles Rail Transportation Improvement District to impose the District
Tax in 2004.

Courts Invalidate Arbitrary Tax Classifications for Violating Uniformity
Clauses
Virginia’s Constitution has a special tax provision known as a uniformity clause.4 It states that
“[a]ll taxes shall be levied and collected under general laws and shall be uniform upon the same
class of subjects within the territorial limits of the authority levying the tax.” This clause
therefore restricts the General Assembly’s power to impose discriminatory property taxes on
some real property types by requiring that taxes be imposed on all property.
FFW Enterprises tests whether Virginia’s Uniformity Clause is a meaningful restraint on the
General Assembly’s power to classify real property. Within the territorial jurisdiction which
benefits from a tax for public improvements, certain property types cannot be singled out to bear
the whole tax burden.
The challenged tax laws are exactly the type of arbitrary legislative tax classifications which the
Uniformity Clause was enacted to prevent. As the U.S. Supreme Court has observed, uniformity
clauses are “narrow and sometimes cramping,” putting “inflexible restrictions upon the taxing
powers of the state.”5
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The purpose of the Metrorail improvements is, in part, to benefit the area surrounding the
planned stations with higher land values and improved transportation options. In other cases
where the purpose of a tax is to benefit the area surrounding the planned improvement, courts
have invalidated non-geographical classifications under state uniformity provisions.6 Examples
include:
♦ Extra levies on islands when the tax is imposed on the rest of the state at a lower rate.7
♦ Higher taxes on properties inside a municipality to benefit properties outside the
municipality.8
♦ Taxes exempting one half of a county for public safety improvements benefiting the
whole county.9
♦ Street light taxes imposed only on one district for lights installed in a larger area.10
Courts have linked the concept of uniformity to equality among taxpayers in a geographic area
for tax purposes. The Indiana Supreme Court, for instance, has held that “a tax for a state
purpose must be uniform and equal throughout the state, a tax for a county purpose must be
uniform and equal throughout the county, and so forth.”11 The Virginia Supreme Court in
particular has held that “uniformity must be co-extensive with the territory to which it applies.”12
The U.S. Supreme Court has similarly held that when special tax districts are established, none
of the lands within “may escape liability solely because they will not receive direct benefits.”13

Virginia’s Uniformity Clause Is a Meaningful Restraint on the General
Assembly
The County argues that because the Uniformity Clause only requires uniformity “among the
same class of subjects,” the General Assembly is free to define the class however it wishes and
survive any Uniformity Clause challenge.
The County’s understanding of uniformity would lead to absurd results, permitting any taxpayer
classification to be inherently constitutional and rendering the Uniformity Clause a dead letter.
When a legislature can choose among things and individuals to impose a tax, its classification is
more likely to run afoul of a constitutional uniformity provision, not less.14
Earlier debates on the Uniformity Clause foreshadow the County’s attempt to make an end run
around the constitutional restriction. For example, in the 1901-1902 Convention, the Constitution
was amended to require uniformity only within a “class” rather than uniformly over all property
in the state.15 Some worried that the General Assembly might use the new language to “pass
discriminatory taxes under the guise of classification.”16 Indeed, the County now attempts to
shoulder the burden of public improvements, such as the Metrorail extension, entirely on specific
types of real property rather than on the whole district to be benefited.
Promoting the broad application of the Uniformity Clause does not prevent the General
Assembly from making special exemptions for property. Virginia’s Constitution has been
specifically amended to exempt certain types of real property from special district taxes. The
underlying policy has been to ensure equality in the tax structure and to prevent the General
Assembly from unduly expanding upon the exemptions created in the Constitution itself.17 In
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fact, the presence of specific exemptions to the Uniformity Clause demonstrates that it should be
difficult for the General Assembly to create classifications at its discretion.18

City of Hampton Reinforces Uniformity as a Restriction on the General
Assembly
The trial court ruled against FFW primarily by arguing that the Virginia Supreme Court’s 1947
City of Hampton decision is no longer good law. Far from being a relic, City of Hampton
accurately analyzes the Uniformity Clause and is consistent with the U.S. Supreme Court’s
analysis of the theory of taxes based on benefits conferred.
In City of Hampton, the Court held that the tax law at issue was not uniform under Article X § 1
of the Virginia Constitution because the law shifted the burden away from those who would
benefit from the purpose of the tax (fire protection). To determine if the Uniformity Clause was
violated, the Court laid down a benefit/burden test: “[A]re there others, who are benefited as
much or more than those smarting under the tax imposition, who go unwhipped of its burden?”19
The language is quaint but involves analysis used by other courts examining similar uniformity
clauses.
Similarly, Virginia’s Uniformity Clause requires uniform treatment of taxpayers who stand to
benefit from the Metrorail improvements. Since the purpose behind the taxes is to benefit the
area surrounding the new construction, the Constitution precludes tax laws which impose an
arbitrary burden on some types of properties within those benefited districts.

The Transportation and District Tax Laws Have Conflicting Taxpayer
Classifications
The challenged tax laws irrationally create conflicting territory-specific and property-specific
classifications. When a tax is based on the theory of benefits conferred, the appropriate
classification to be made by the legislature is to define the territory which will benefit specially
or directly from the public improvement.20 In contrast, when a tax is premised on the theory of
special assessments, specific types or areas of property are assessed for the special benefit they
receive individually over and above the benefits to surrounding area.21
The Transportation and District Taxes state that the taxes are for the benefit of the district or
locality where the improvement is erected. Moreover, both laws permit local government to
designate special areas, or districts, to impose the tax based on benefits to those areas.22 And yet,
the laws also impose the tax solely on certain types of property: industrial, commercial, and
sometimes rental apartment buildings.23 By defining the tax’s purpose as ad valorem taxes based
on the theory of benefits conferred, yet creating special assessments on only certain types of
properties, the General Assembly created inconsistent statutes that defy common sense.

Conclusion
It is irrational to conclude that commercial property owners are the only beneficiaries of a public
improvement erected in a defined public improvement district. If such a theory survived
4

constitutional scrutiny, legislative classifications could routinely overburden select groups of
private property to finance benefits enjoyed by the broader public. Such classifications could
then be prone to a federal takings challenge because as a classification becomes increasingly
specific to a certain type of property, a tax based on benefits conferred takes the nature of a
special assessment.24
The General Assembly’s chosen route to raise revenues for the Metrorail construction may be
administratively and politically convenient, but it creates exactly the type of discriminatory tax
classification that the Virginia Constitution prevents. The General Assembly should not have the
power to burden specific types of private property for public benefit under the guise of districtwide taxes.
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Childress & Temple, PC for acting as pro bono local counsel for the Tax Foundation in the filing
of this amicus curiae brief. The authors would also like to thank Steven Pahuskin for research
and editing assistance.
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